
  

 

Media Release 
 
Inflation expectations among Singaporeans inch up due to domestic price 
pressures 

 
Singapore, 20 October 2014 (Monday) – The one-year-ahead inflation expectations of 
Singapore households has inched up to 3.73%, according to the research findings of the 
latest quarterly survey for Singapore Index of Inflation Expectations (SInDEx) by Singapore 
Management University (SMU). This is the first rise both for headline rate (or CPI-All Item) 
and the Singapore core inflation rate (excluding accommodation and private transportation 
expenses) expectations since September 2012 mainly due to domestic pass-through price 
pressures. 
 
In Singapore, pass-through costs like rental and tight labour market conditions have 
continued to put an upward pressure on prices. Lower imported inflation, including lower oil 
prices, seems not to have substantive downward impact on reducing the perceptions of 
future inflation expectations. 
 
Significant global economic and geopolitical uncertainty persists even as the US Federal 
Reserve wound down the unprecedented stimulus in Quantitative Easing (or QE 3). In fact, 
the relative success of the QE programme in reducing the unemployment rate in the US to a 
pre-crisis level have prompted the other G3 economies (Eurozone and Japan) to emulate 
similar stimulus plans. However, multiple challenges remain, such as the US labour force 
participation rate at a 30-year low, a possibility of seemingly mild triple dip recession in 
Eurozone, and weakening growth in some major emerging economies which dampens the 
pace of global recovery. The warning of slowing global growth in the IMF World Economic 
Outlook report released in October 2014, as a result of which the US Federal Reserve Board 
may push back the rate hike might have prolonged the availability of liquidity in the near 
term. 
 
The SInDEx, which was originally developed by SMU’s Sim Kee Boon Institute for Financial 
Economics (SKBI) in collaboration with MasterCard International, is derived from an online 
survey of around 500 randomly selected individuals representing a cross section of 
Singapore households.  
 
The online survey helps researchers understand the behaviour and sentiments of decision 
makers in Singapore households. This quarterly SInDEx survey, started in September 2011, 
has yielded two indices that were officially launched in January 2012. SMU Assistant 
Professor Aurobindo Ghosh and Professor Jun Yu are the co-developers of the SInDEx.   
 
In the latest survey conducted in September 2014, consumers shared their views on 
expectations of inflation-related variables over the medium term (One-year-Ahead) to long 
term (Five-year-Ahead).  
  
The results of the September 2014 wave of the SInDEx survey showed that compared to 
June 2014, the One-year-Ahead headline inflation (or CPI-All Item inflation) has inched up to 
3.73% from 3.66% in June 2014, its first rise in nearly two years since September 2012.  

http://www.smu.edu.sg/institutes/skbife
http://www.smu.edu.sg/institutes/skbife
https://newsroom.mastercard.com/asia-pacific/
http://newsroom.mastercard.com/press-releases/mastercard-and-singapore-management-university-launch-new-singapore-inflation-index/


 

 

 
Compared to the historical average of 4.16% and the second quarter average of 3.79%, the 
current One-year-Ahead headline inflation expectations shows that Singapore households 
are a little wary of possible price increases on essential items due to pass-through costs 
despite significant drop in current inflation rates.  
 
Following the overall headline inflation, the One-year-Ahead Singapore core inflation 
expectations (excluding accommodation and private transportation related costs) also edged 
up to 3.95% in September 2014 (from 3.85% in June 2014), reflecting an apparent end to 
the downward trend since September 2012. For a subgroup of the population who own their 
accommodation and use public transport, the One-year-Ahead Singapore core inflation rate 
was 3.83% in the September 2014 survey compared to 3.81% in June 2014. These 
respondents in reality face the Singapore core inflation as they don’t have to face changes 
on accommodation or private transportation costs directly. 
 
One-year-Ahead Singapore Index of Inflation Expectations (SInDEx1), a composite weighted 
index of One-year-Ahead inflation expectations, maintained an overall downward trend to 
3.84%, continuing its sub 4% value since June 2013, and lower than its historical average of 
4.2%. SInDEx1 puts lower weightage on more volatile components like accommodation, 
private transportation, food and energy expenses, hence it is expected to be more stable 
than the all-inclusive headline inflation expectations. 
 
SMU Assistant Professor Aurobindo Ghosh, co-creator and Principal Investigator of the 
SInDEx Project at SKBI said, “After the completion of US FED’s bond buying (or QE3), 
financial markets are rife with expectations of an impending interest rate hike. However, the 
slowing world economy, as IMF World Economic Outlook has highlighted last week, is 
putting a damper on the timing of such a rate increase next year. US FED Board’s vice 
chairman Stanley Fischer and others have opined slowing world growth, coupled with a 
strong US dollar and consequent lower imported inflation, might prompt the FED to postpone 
its rollback of accommodative policy or interest rate hike.” 

“Recent moderation in accommodation prices and private car prices in Singapore, together 
with subdued global and regional economic conditions, seem to have brought down the 
current CPI-All inflation rates to very low levels. However, the Monetary Authority of 
Singapore recently projected that there might be an upward pressure on the Singapore core 
inflation, possibly from the tight labour market and other pass-through costs. The elevated 
inflation expectations, including the headline inflation rate, is likely due to behavioural biases 
in survey based data which might cause respondents to over emphasise price rise in 
everyday items, while ignoring big ticket items,” Prof. Ghosh added. 
 
For the longer horizon, the Five-year-Ahead overall (CPI-All Items) inflation expectations in 
the September 2014 survey stood flat at 4.72% (unchanged since December 2013). This is 
the lowest since inception, maintaining a slowing trend of decline since September 2012. 
The Five-year-Ahead Singapore core inflation rate (excluding accommodation and private 
road transportation related costs) inched down to 4.45% from 4.5% in the June 2014 wave. 
 
The composite Five-year-Ahead Singapore Index of Inflation Expectations (SInDEx5) in 
September 2014 edged up to 4.57% from 4.51% in June 2014, still significantly lower than 
the historic average SInDEx5’s of 4.88%. Without any other benchmark, this composite 
index probably signals some discomfort among the respondents on the long running impact 
on purchasing power or real interest rate. 
 

 



 

 

 
Figure 1: One-year-Ahead Singapore Index of Inflation Expectations 

 

 
Figure 2: Five-year-Ahead Singapore Index of Inflation Expectations 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Methodology 
 
Two indices were created, SInDEx1 and SInDEx5, to measure the 1-year inflation 
expectations and the 5-year inflation expectations. The data for the SInDEx survey was 
collected online from about 500 consumers. The sampling was done using a quota sample 
over gender, age and residency status to ensure representativeness of the sample. 
Employees in some sectors like journalism and marketing were excluded as that might have 
an effect on their responses to questions on consumption behaviour and expectations. 
 
About Singapore Management University 
 
A premier university in Asia, the Singapore Management University (SMU) is internationally 
recognised for its world-class research and distinguished teaching. Established in 2000, 
SMU’s mission is to generate leading-edge research with global impact and produce broad-
based, creative and entrepreneurial leaders for the knowledge-based economy. SMU 
education is known for its highly interactive, collaborative and project-based approach to 
learning, and for its technologically enabled pedagogy of seminar-style teaching in small 
class sizes. 
 
Home to over 8,300 undergraduate and postgraduate students, SMU is comprised of six 
schools: School of Accountancy, Lee Kong Chian School of Business, School of Economics, 
School of Information Systems, School of Law, and School of Social Sciences. SMU offers a 
wide range of bachelors', masters' and PhD degree programmes in the disciplinary areas 
associated with the six schools, as well as in interdisciplinary combinations of these areas. 
 
SMU has an emphasis on generating rigorous, high-impact, and relevant multi-disciplinary 
research that addresses Asian issues of global relevance.  SMU faculty members 
collaborate with leading international researchers and universities from USA, Europe, China 
and India, as well as with partners in the business community and public sector, through its 
research institutes, centres and labs. SMU’s city campus is a state-of-the art facility located 
in the heart of downtown Singapore, fostering strategic linkages with business, government 
and the wider community. www.smu.edu.sg 
 
About Sim Kee Boon Institute for Financial Economics 
 
Established in July 2008, the Sim Kee Boon Institute for Financial Economics (SKBI) at the 
Singapore Management University promotes the study of Financial Economics and Financial 
Econometrics in areas of strategic relevance to Singapore's economy and the economies of 
the region. A significant addition to Singapore's efforts to be a financial hub in Asia, SKBI is 
a leading institute for academic research with strong industry application and practical 
dimension in the area of Financial Economics. 
 
The Institute hosts research projects for quantitative financial analysis and offers training 
programmes for professionals in the financial industry. Its work is conducted in close 
collaboration with leading scholars in financial economics and financial econometrics from 
around the world as well as leading international organisations and experts from industry. 
skbi.smu.edu.sg 
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